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We show that several interpolation functors, including the widely used rea1 and 
complex methods, are minimal or maximal extensions from a single couple of 
Banach spaces. Various consequences are drawn from this property. 
Minimal and maximal extensions of interpolation functors were 
constructed by Aronszajn and Gagliardo [I], and have been used, e.g., by 
Ovchinnikov [ 18, 191. Any interpolation functor is trivially both the minimal 
and maximal extension from a sufftciently large class of couples (e.g., all of 
them), but for the methods studied here, one very simple couple, typically a 
pair of weighted f”-spaces, suffices. This often makes it possible to reduce 
general theorems to a simple particular case. 
Section 1 and 3 contain mainly definitions. 
Two general duality theorems are given in Section 2. 
The general theory is applied to specific interpolation functors in the rest 
of the paper which consists of three essentially independent parts; Sections 4 
and 5 treating methods by Peetre, Gustavsson and Ovchinnikov, Section 6 
treating the real method, and finally Section 7 treating the complex method. 
These sections contain definitions in terms of minimal or maximal 
extensions, proofs that these are equivalent to the usual definitions, and 
various properties of the functors. Several of the theorems have been proved 
earlier by other authors. These are included for completeness or because the 
present proofs are simpler. 
The methods in Section 4 are defined as the minimal extensions from a 
couple of weighted I” or c,, while the complex method in Section 7 is 
similarly defined using the space of Fourier coefficients of L’-functions, thus 
involving harmonic analysis. This gives great similarities between these 
methods, but also differences. Sometimes the complex method is much more 
difficult to handle, due to the more complicated structure of the space of 
Fourier coefficients. On the other hand, the compIex method is self-dual. 
* This research was mainly done at the Mittag-LetTIer institute. 
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The real method, in this paper not treated in the most general version, is 
distinguished by the property of giving the same result on a couple of 
weighted Zp - spaces for any 1 <p < 00 (with suitable, fixed weights). This 
characterization is closely related to recent papers by Dmitriev and Ovchin- 
nikov [9], Cwikel and Peetre [8] and Brudnyi and Krugljak [5]. 
The paper ends with a diagram summarizing the relations among the 
various methods. 
1. INTERPOLATION FUNCTORS 
In this section we introduce some notations and definitions. Mostly we 
follow Aronszajn and Gagliardo [l] and Bergh and Liifstrom [4], where 
more details are given. We will only consider Banach spaces. X = Y means 
only that the norms are equivalent. All mappings are linear and continuous. 
DEFINITION. A Banach couple X = (X0,X,) is a pair of Banach spaces 
that are continuously included in some Hausdorff topological vector space. 
An equivalent condition is that the identity is a closed linear mapping 
from X,nX, cX, to X,. 
DEFINITION. For any Banach couple X, d(X) = X0 n X, and Z(X) = 
x,+x,. 
These are, equipped with the natural norms, Banach spaces. 
If x and r are two Banach couples, we define a mapping T: x--+ u to be a 
mapping T: Z(x) -+ C(F) such that the restrictions Tlx, are bounded linear 
mappings from Xi to Yi. We set ]I T/I,,,= max ]] T]xil]xi,yi. Equivalently, T: 
X+ y is given by two mappings Ti: Xi -+ Yi which coincide on d(X). 
DEFINITIONS. X is an intermediate space with respect o the couple x if 
d(f) c Xc C(Z) (continuous inclusions). X is an interpolation space if 
furthermore T: x -+ x implies that r(X) c X. F is an interpolation functor if, 
for any Banach couple x, F(x) is some intermediate space with respect o x, 
and, for any T: x+ F, T(F(f)) c F(y). 
If F is an interpolation functor, F(z) is thus an interpolation space with 
respect o X. 
By the closed graph theorem, for any couples X and y, /I T]]F(X7,F(m < 
C I] T](,,. (C here and in the sequel denotes positive constants.) If C may be 
chosen independently of 2 and y, we say that F is a bounded interpolation 
functor. All interpolation functors defined in this paper will be bounded, and 
in fact exact, i.e., C = 1. 
d and Z are two interpolation functors, and they are clearly the smallest 
and largest ones with respect o the following ordering. 
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DEFINITIONS. F < G if F(x) c G(X) for any Banach couple X. F = G if 
F<G and G<F. 
Thus F = G means that F(x) = G(X) with equivalent norms for any 
couple X. It maybe would be natural to assume that the norm estimates hold 
uniformly in X. However, that is always true if the functors are bounded. 
LEMMA 1. Let F and G be two bounded interpolation functors such that 
F < G. Then there is a constant C such that, for any couple Y?, 
II Ilccn G c II llm . 
ProoJ Suppose that this is false. Then there exist couples p such that 
II%m,,,m, / > n, where Z is the identity mapping. Let Xi = ng=, z, 
i = 0, 1. Then X = (X,, XL) is a Banach couple and the injections I,: x” -+ X 
and projections P,: X-+X” have norm 1. Hence IIZllacp,,Gc~nj < )IZnIIFcpj,Fc~, 
ll~llFc~~,Gc~~ IIPnlIG ~~,G~~n~ < C, a contradiction. 
The interpolation functors studied in this paper will be particular cases of 
the following two constructions by Aronszajn and Gagliardo [ 11. Given A 
and A, such that A is an intermediate space with respect to the couple 2, two 
interpolation functors are defined by G(x) = EY’J&; 
Cf” IIT,,IIz,,xllanilA < a,) and H(X) = {xEE(@; TxEA for every T:X+A}. 
(The norms are given by inf{C 1) TJ (Ja,l(;x = C T,,a,} and supIITIl~, 1) Txll, 
respectively.) Then G is the minimal interpolation functor satisfying 
G(x) 3 A and H is the maximal interpolation functor satisfying H(x) c A. 
G(x) = A = H(x) if and only if A is an interpolation space. This will be the 
case in all our applications. 
The minimality or maximality of the functors has the following conse- 
quences which will be used repeatedly in the sequel. We assume that A and 
B are intermediate spaces with respect to the couples x and B. GA denotes 
the minimal interpolation functor such that GA(x) 1 A, etc. 
PROPOSITION. (1) GA < HB # every mapping T: 2 -+ B maps A into B 
(i.e., an interpolation theorem holds for these spaces.) 
(2) GA < GB ij-GB(z) IA. 
(3) HA<HB r$‘-HA(@)cB. 
We omit the simple proofs. 
We may define the functor G given any subspace A # (0) of ,5(x)), even if 
d(z) d A. The result will, however, be the same as for A + d(x). A 
particular case is obtained by taking A = [a], the one-dimensional subspace 
spanned by an element a E J&@. Then G(f) = { Ta; T: K-V x}. This functor, 
the orbit of a, has been studied by Ovchinnikov [ 191. 
We will later see several examples where G(X) = { Ta; T: 2 --f x, a E A }, 
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i.e. it is superfluous to take sums. We may always arrange this to happen by 
replacing d and A with (I’@,), I’@,)) and 1’(A). 
DEFINITIONS. Let A and B be Banach spaces such that A c B. Then Ad, 
the Gagliardo completion of A relative to B, is {b; ]]an - b]ls + 0 for some 
bounded sequence (a, } in A }. 
If X is an intermediate space with respect o f, we write X” = X*rCx7 and 
let p be the closed hull of d(x) in X. Obviously, p c X c X; We write 
p = (x”,, z) and p = (2&,X;). If F is an interpolation functor, F” is 
defined by F’(x) = F(z)‘. (This is a new interpolation functor.) 
LEMMA 2. Let A be an intermediate space with respect to a couple z of 
Banach spaces. Let G and H be the minimal and maximal interpolation 
functors satisfying G(Z) =) A and H(x) c A, respectively. Then, for any 
couple X, 
(i) ifp = x, then G(p) = G(x), 
(ii) if A0 = A, then G(X)’ = G(x), 
(iii) ifA” = A, then H(m” = H(z), 
(iv) ifA” = A, then H(p) = H(x). 
Proof. (i) Define a new interpolation functor F by F(x) = G(p). F < G 
and F(x) = G(p) = G(A) 1 A. Since G is minimal, F = G. The proofs of the 
other parts are similar. 
2. DUALITY 
Suppose that d is a Banach couple such that p =x, i.e., d(f) is dense in 
X0 and X,. Then the conjugate spaces Xt and Xf may be regarded as 
subspaces of d(z)*. Hence they constitute a Banach couple, denoted by f*. 
We have Z(~) =A@)* and d(X*) = Z(f)* [l]. If X is any intermediate 
space with respect o x, such that d(x) is dense in X, X* is an intermediate 
space with respect o p. 
We will now prove two fairly general theorems howing that the minimal 
and maximal constructions in the preceding section are dual to each other. 
However, we have not been able to avoid some conditions on the defining 
couples, and it is probable that the theorems may be generalized. They are 
nevertheless sufficient for our applications. In the first theorem we assume a 
kind of approximation property for the couple A. Also, we assume that 
elements of d(z) c G(x) may be effectively represented by finite sums 
CY Tnanf where furthermore a,, E d(z). 
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THEOREM 1. Let A be an intermediate space with respect o a couple 2 
of Banach spaces such that A(x) is dense in A,,, A, and in A. Let G and H 
be the minimal and maximal interpolation functors satisfying G(x) 3 A and 
H@*) c A*. Assume further that there is a constant C and that for any 
a E A(A-) there are mappings P,: C(x) --) A(A-) with finite-dimensional ranges 
such that I/ P,lj,,< C and 1) P,a - a l(A(n7 + 0. Let ,? be a couple such that 
f* is defined (i.e., A(x) is dense in X0 and X,), and assume that 5fx E A(x), 
then x=ZT,,a, with a,EA@l andCIITnll~,~llanllA <CIIxllcc~~ Wmw 
vary.) 
Then G(z)* = H(f*). 
ProoJ Since, by Lemma 2, A(x) is dense in G(z), G(x)* may be 
regarded as a subspace of A(@* = Z(x*). 
Let y E H(x*). If I( T/IT,,< 1 and a Ed(x) with llallA Q 1, then P: 
P + J* and [(y, Ta)i = l(Py, a)1 < /I PyI/,* < /I yllHcF*, . This implies that 
y E G(X)*. 
If every mapping X* --f x* were an adjoint, the converse would be as 
simple. Instead we will use the approximation property which essentially 
allows us to study a finite-dimensional case. Therefore, let 11 yllGcn* < 1. 
Assume that )I Tllx5,z* < 1, a E A(x)), (/all, < 1, P: C(z) -+ A(Z) with linite- 
dimensional range V, and E > 0. Choose a basis a, . .. a’, in V and let {Jj} be 
the coordinates of Pa. 
Choose scalars ty, i = 0, 1, j= 1 ... n, k = 1 . a. N (N is some finite 
integer), such that {b E V, II bllAi < l} is contained in the convex hull of 
{cj tj”aj}f= I and llCi tyajlldi < 1 + E. Let E denote (Ax)” equipped with the 
norm Il{xj}ll, = supi,k IICj tJkXjlJxi* If Il{xj}ll, < 1, the mapping S: V* dX 
defined by Saj = Xj satisfies I(Sbll,i < libl/a,. Hence /ISP(Ix,,< IIPllz,,a and 
consequently ICCLjYY, xj>l = ICY, C ijxj>l = ICY, Spa)1 < IWa Ilccm <llpll. 
This implies that Il{ijy}IIE* ,< /IPI/. The mapping {x~)~ + {cj @x~}~, is an 
isometry of E onto a subspace of Xt x q. We regard {ijy} E E* as a linear 
functional on that subspace, and we extend it, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, 
to an element (Y,,} of (Xc X Xy)* = (X,*)“‘O (Xy)” with ,JJi,k /I yi,/l,F < jlP/l. 
The relationship between ( yik}ik and {njy}j is given by xi (Ajy, xj) = 
Cik(YikT Cj t?xj> = Cj (Cik t?Yik3 Xj > , i.e., .Ajy = Cik tjkyik * Hence (Ty, Pa) 
= (TY, C ljaj> = 2 (AjTY, aj> = J$j (C/k tjkTYik, aj) = xi& (TYik, Jf) tjkaj), 
and I(TY, Pa>1 GCik II ‘YikllA; IIL t,j”ajlla, < C IIYikIIxf (1 + ~1 G (1 + ~1 llpll. 
E is arbitrary, and choosing P, as in the statement of the theorem we find 
I( Ty, a)1 < C, whence I( Tyll,* < C and y E H(f*). 
Remark. If the constant C may be chosen as 1, the duality holds 
isometrically. 
The proof above actually shows that H(z*) is the dual space of d(f) 
equipped with the norm inf{Cy 1) T,(Iz,,()a,(l,; x = 27 T,,a, , N < co and 
a, E A(z)}. Let Y denote this normed space. (Y is in fact obtained from ,%? 
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by a minimal interpolation functor in the category of normed spaces.) The 
last condition of the theorem states that the norm of Y should be equivalent 
to the norm of G(r) (which implies that these norms coincide), i.e., that 
G(f) should be the completion of Y. In the terminology of [ 11, the couple 
(Y, Z(x)) should be completely compatible. 
Without this condition, we know only that G(lTj is a quotient space of the 
Cauchy completion of Y, and thus G(x)* is a closed subspace of P = 
H(x*). We have not been able to resolve whether the two norms always 
coincide, but in the cases studied in this paper this is so. 
The next theorem uses a different condition. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an intermediate space with respect to a couple A 
of Banach spaces such that A(z) is dense in A, and A,. Let B be an inter- 
mediate space with respect to A* such that BQ* = A. Let G and H be the 
minimal and maximal interpolation jiinctors satisfying G(x) I A and 
H(x*) c B. Assume further that G equals the orbit of an element a, EA. 
Then H(x)‘* = G@*) for any couple x such that x* is defined. 
Proof. We denote the unit balls of the various spaces by B( ). Let V be 
A(~)withtheH(~)norm.IfaEA,uEVandT:&~, P:x+x*and 
7% E B”. Hence IOk v>l= lb pv>l G II4 II T*ull, G II4 II TIIT,P II4. 
Hence B(G(X*)) c B(V*). Let E = {(T, a): 11 TI(,,,-, < 1, [IallA < 1 }. 
Then W = WY a)hajEE defines an isometry of V into 12. Hence S * 
maps B(l,“*) onto B(V*). Since B(lL) is a@,“)-dense in B(lF*) and 
S*(B(l;)) c B(G(z*)), B(G(x*)) is a(V)de in B(p). However, the set 
of all mappings T: x+ p with ]] TII < 1 is compact in the topology given by 
the seminorms [(Ta, x)], a E Z(x)), x E A(a, and B(G(*)) is the image of 
this set under the continuous mapping T-r Ta,. Hence B(G(x*)) is compact 
in the c( Qtopology, B(G(x*)) = B(P) and G(p) = I’* = H(@‘* iso- 
metrically (cf. [ 151.) 
3. MORE PRELIMINARIES 
We will use couples of weighted sequences spaces. The sequences spaces 
will be lp, cO, FLp, and FM, 1 <p < 03. (The last two are the spaces of all 
Fourier transforms of functions in Lp(T), and finite measures on T, respec- 
tively.) We allow any index set (also non-denumerable) for lp and c,,, but in 
the formulas we assume for convenience that the indices are the integers. c, 
and FL’ are the closed hulls in 1” and FM of the set of finite sequences (the 
sequences with all but finitely many terms zero). 
A weight w = {wk} is any positive sequence. A couple of weights W = 
(w”, w’) is a pair of two weights with the same index set. We will write lp(w) 
for ( (xkj; {wLxk} E I”} and lp(W) for the Banach couple (lp(wo), lp(wl)), and 
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similarly for other sequence spaces. Also, we write l/w = ( l/wk} and l/iii = 
(l/d, l/w’). 
In Sections 4-6, we will use a positive function p on (0, co) as a 
parameter in the interpolation methods. It will be obvious that equivalent 
functions give equivalent functors. (The converse will follow from the 
examples.) We assume in the sequel a fixed choice of p, and we will usually 
omit p from the notations. Our standing assumption on p will be: p(t) 
increases from 0 to co, and p(r)/t decreases from co to 0 on (0, co). 
Apart from the conditions on the limits at the endpoints this is equivalent 
up to equivalence to the condition that p be concave (cf. 14, 13)). 
Most of the arguments hold even without the limit conditions, or with only 
one or two of them, but for simplicity we will disregard such generalizations. 
However, at a few instances we need more restrictive growth conditions on p. 
DEFINITIONS. s,(t) = supu p(tu)/p(u). p E P’ - if s,(t) + 0 as t -+ 0 and 
s,(t) + co as t * co (cf. [ 131). p*(t) = l/p(l/t). 
Obviously, p* also satisfies the assumption above, and p* * = p. 
The most important case, and the only one to be considered in Section 7, 
isp(t)=te,0<8<1.Thens,=p*=p. 
DEFINITION. If W is a couple of weights, p(W) = {wi/p(wi/lw:)}. 
Usually, only the quotient w”/w’ is important, and we may then use the 
normalizing condition p(W) = { 1). This is equivalent to w” = {&t,J} and 
w’ = (p(tk)/tk} for some sequence {tk} (viz., w”/w’). 
A particularly important example of this type, for which we will reserve 
the notation 6, is w” = {P(~~)}“O, and 0’ = {~(2~)/2”}?, .
DEFINITIONS. A sequence {tk} of positive numbers is 
(a, b) filling (*-filling) if there is a constant C such that for every 
positive t there exists t, satisfying p(t) < CP(fk) and p(t)/t < CP(tk)/tk 
@@> > @@k) and dt>/t > Cdtk)/tk); 
(c) sparse, if t, + {0, co} as k -+ fao, i.e., (k: l/n < t, < n) is finite for 
every n; 
(d) uniformly sparse, if it is tilling and *-filling and there is a q > 1 
such that &k+ 1) > q&k) and &k)bk > q&k+ I)lfk+, . 
A couple of weights $ is filling, *-filling, etc. if the sequence we/w’ is. 
EXAMPLE 0. There exist couples of weights that are uniformly sparse. If 
PEP*, w is an example (within constants). In general we may define 
( tk} ‘?, inductively by to = 1 and min@(t,+ l)/p(fk), t,, Ip(tk)/tkp(tk+ ,)) = 2, 
and take WE = p(tk), wk = p(t,)/t,. 
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4. THREE METHODS BY PEETRE.GUSTAVSSON AND OVCHINNIKOV 
In this section we will, for a given p, define four closely related inter- 
polation methods. We will see that in fact only three of them are different, 
and that these are equivalent to methods defined by Peetre [20], Peetre and 
Gustavsson [ 131 and Ovchinnikov [ 181. 
DEFINITION. G,, G, , G,, G, are the minimal interpolation functors such 
that G&“(w)) 3 c,,, G,(c,(cZ)) 3 c,,, G#“(@) 1 I”, G3(c0(&)) 2 1”. 
More generally, for any couple of weights r? we define GF, Gy, GF, and, if 
W is sparse (so that C c,,(W) 1 Ia@(w) Gy by Gf(Z”(w)) I> c,&(ti)) etc. 
We will soon see that all filling W give equivalent functors. 
We note that Lemma 2(i) applies to G, and G, and Lemma 2(ii) to G,. 
THEOREM 3. G, = G, < G, < G,. G, and G, equal the orbits of { 1) for 
.!“(ti) and co(O), respectively. 
ProoJ By the definition Gz(Zm(c5)) 1 I” =) c,. Hence G, satisfies the 
defining relation for G,, whence (Proposition 2) G, > G,. Also G,(l”(&)) 1 
G,(co(o)) = co, whence G, > Go. Similarly G, > G,. Now, take any 
(xk} E co. Define T: /“(a)+ co(G) by T{ yk} = {ixkly2 yk} and 
z = (xk (xJ ‘12} E co. Then {xk} = Tz E G,(c,(w)). Thus G,(c,(o)) 1 co and 
Go>G,. 
Let G be the orbit of { 1) for l”(6). Clearly G < G,. If {xk} E l”, define 
T: I”(W) -+ I”(6) by T{ yk} = {xk yk}. Then {xk} = T{ 1 } E G(f”O(6)). Thus 
G(Y’(E)) 3 1” and G > G,. Similarly the orbit of ( 1 } for co(W) equals G,. 
LEMMA 3. Let U be filling and let W be any couple of .weights. Then 
Gy(l”(@)) 3 co(p(ti)), Gt(l”(+)) 3 Z”(p(w)) and, if fl is sparse, G~(c,(W)) 3 
w(*))* 
Proof: For convenience we assume that p(U) = { 1 } and p(a) = { 1 }. The 
condition that V be filling then implies that for every k there exists j, such 
that wok < CZ$~ and w: < CV~,. Let {xk} E lm. Define TX: Z”(6) -+ Z”(S) by 
7’,{ yj} = {xk yjx}k. Then {xk} = TX{ 1 } E GF(l”O(@)), which proves the second 
statement. 
If ti is sparse, only a finite number of k: s may have the same j,. Hence 
TX: co(U) + co($), which proves the third statement. Finally, let (xk} E co. 
Let yj = supjkzj ]xk] (yj = 0 if there is no j, such that j, = j), and zk = Xk/yj,.* 
Then { yj} E co and (zk} E 1”. Hence {xk} = T,{ yj} E Gfl(l”(tt)) = Gy(Z”(@)). 
LEMMA 4. If W is filling, then GF = Gi, i = 0, 1, 2, and if W also is 
sparse, GF = G, . 
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ProoJ By Lemma 3, Gd(Z”(6)) 3 c,,@(W)). Hence G,” > G;;‘. By 
symmetry Gi > Gf also, and thus G 7 = G;l’ = Gt = G, = G, . Similarly for 
G, and G,. 
Remark (Mainly Jaak Peetre, personal communication). In general Gr < 
Gy o Gr < G,“e for every k there exists j such that ~;/p(@)~ < Ct$/~(2;)~ 
(i = 0, 1) u (for 5 and W sparse) Gy ,< GT. This defines a pre-ordering of 
couples of weights and the filling ones are those that are maximal. 
Ovchinnikov ]18] defined cp,(x> = {T{ l/p(W)}; T: I”(W) + 2, W is any 
couple of weights}. This is the minimal interpolation functor satisfying 
qr(Z”(W)) 1 I”@(N)) for every couple W. p,(x) = U,: G:(x), and by Lemma 
4, the following theorem is obvious. 
THEOREM 4. p,=G,. 
Note. If G, is defined with a couple of weights W such that {w$/w:} is 
dense in R’, q, = G, holds isometrically. 
DEFINITIONS. A sequence (xk} in a Banach space is unconditionally 
convergent if, for every bounded sequence {A,} of scalars, C ikxk converges. 
(xk} is weakly unconditionally convergent if, for every finite set F and every 
sequence (A,} with l&l < 1, I(CFAkxk]] < C (C independent of F and {A,}.) 
Equivalent definitions are given in [ 171. In particular we note that it 
suffices to consider lk = + 1. Any unconditionally convergent sequence 
satisfies ]IC A,x,]I < C sup IA,/, and is thus weakly unconditionally con- 
vergent. 
LEMMA 5. Zf (xk} is a weakly unconditionally convergent sequence and 
bkl E co, then {akxk} is unconditionally convergent. Conversely, all uncon- 
ditionally convergent sequences arise in this way. 
Proof. If (1,) is any bounded sequence, \lC~Akakx,I\ < 
c sup m<k<n lAkakl + O3 m, n -+ 00. Hence C ikakxk converges. 
Conversely, let { yk} be unconditionally convergent. It is enough to show 
that for any j, there exists Nj such that for any sequence {A,} wih IA,1 < 1, 
lit: AkYkIi < 2-j, n, m > Nj (since we then may take ak = l/j, Nj < k < Nj+ , 
and xk = y,/a,). If this were false, there would be sequences (m,}, {n,} and 
{Ai} such that m, < n, < rn:,!, ]A:.] < 1 and ]]C”,‘,n:y,]] > 2-j. But then 
C Ak y, would diverge for 2, = A:, m, < k < n,. 
Peetre [20] defined (for the case p(t) = te) (n), as the set of all sums 
i?.?m xk such that (xJ~(2~)} and {2k~k/p(2k)} are unconditionally 
convergent sequences in X,, and Xi, respectively. Gustavsson and Peetre [ 13 ] 
defined (x,p) similarly, the only difference being that only weak uncon- 
ditional convergence was required. 
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THEOREM 5. G,(x) = (x), and G,(x) = (2, p). 
Proof. Let {ek} be the standard basis in c,,. Any bounded linear operator 
T from c, to a Banach space X is determined by the sequence {Tek} in X. 
{ Tek} may be any sequence in X such that ll& AkTekll = ll T(CF Akek)ll < 
(] Tll sup ]A,] @‘finite), i.e., any weakly unconditionally convergent sequence. 
Hence, with W = ((~(2~)}, {2-kp(2k)}), (X, p) = {T{ I}; T: co(W) +x} = 
Gdxh 
Let T: c,,(O) +X and set xk = Te,. Let {uk} E cO. Then, by Lemma 5, 
takxkhd is unconditionally convergent in Xi. Hence T{a,} = 
2 akXk E <‘& Any element of G,(X) is of the form JJ T,a”, with 
T,: c,(8) -+ X, a” E c,, and 2 ]] T,,ll ]]a”]] < co. It follows that G,(X) c (X),. 
Conversely, if x E (X), , then x = JJ y,, where { yk/&} is unconditionally 
convergent in Xi. It follows from Lemma 5 that y, = akxk, where {uk} E cO 
and {xJw:} is weakly unconditionally convergent in Xi. Thus x = T{a,} for 
some T: c,,(a) + 2, i.e., x E G,(X). 
Note that the proof shows that G,(X) = { Ta; T: c,(w) -+x, a E c,}. 
COROLLARY 1. If neither X0 nor X, has a subspace isomorphic to c,,, 
G,(f) = G,(x) = G,(x). 
ProoJ: By [ 17, 2.1.41, any weakly unconditionally convergent sequence 
in X, or X, is unconditionally convergent. 
Note. In particular, this holds if the space are reflexive or separable and 
conjugate [ 17, 2.1.81. However, it does not hold for all conjugate spaces as 
the example Z”(a) shows (see below), but we have the following result by 
Gustavsson [ 121. 
THEOREM 6. Zfx is a conjugate couple, G,(x) = G,(f). 
Proof: It suffices to show that every mapping T: co(W) -+ X may be 
extended to Z”O(6). Assume that X= p. Then F: Yc Iy;* + Z’(l/W) and 
T** : Z”(W) -+ F” = X as required. 
Actually, we only need the condition in Corollary 1 on one of the spaces, 
at least if we assume somewhat more of p. 
THEOREM 7. Zf sJt) -+ 0 as t + 0 and X, does not have a subspace 
isomorphic to cO, G,(X) = G,(z) = G@). 
Proof Let x E G3(X). By Theorem 5, x= Cmooxk, where {xk} is as in 
the definition by Gustavsson and Peetre. Then s, = C!, xk E (z), = G,(X). 
{xJw~} is weakly unconditionally convergent in X,, and thus uncon- 
ditionally convergent. By the proof of Lemma 5, there exist Nj such that 
~I&>,‘+‘kXkb:llX, < 2-‘suP bkl* Thus 
2-‘sup (IIko#O:+j] < s,(2-‘) sup ]Jk]. 
IIC~k~>~.~kXk/~~+jllX, < 
Similarly IIt: ~kxk/w~+i~l G 
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s,(2-‘) sup lJ,l. Hence IIs,+, - s,I[~,~~ <s,(2-‘) for M, N > Nj (take 
x;=xkmj). Consequently (s,,,} is a Cauchy sequence in G,(X) and x = 
lim S, E G,(T). 
We will now show that although the three interpolation spaces may differ, 
G,(f) always is a closed subspace of G,(X) and G3(z). (It is not known 
whether G2(z) always is closed in G,(x).) 
THEOREM 8. G, = Gt = G’j. 
Proof. We will show that if XE A(), lj~l(~,(~ < CllxllcLm. This and 
Theorem 3 shows that the three norms are equivalent on d(X), and, since 
d(T) is dense in G,(a by Lemma 2, the conclusion follows. Suppose that 
IIxII~~(~~ < 1. Then x = T{ I], where T: c,,(&j+x with IIT(/ < 1. Define 
a, = (a,,} and 6, = { 1 - ank}, where 
a nk = 1 k>,n 
=o k< n. 
Then II Tan HX, < II a, Ilco~o,~ = PW/~” and II 7% IL, = II TI 11 - 7% lIxg < 
lI+,+ I/~b& < IlxIIxo +P@“). Let un{nk~ =V’~,. Then lIT&Ic~j G 
II &Jlco~w~,~ < 1 +Il-4,hV). Similarly IPmIIG,~~ < 1 + II-~,~“/PV’)~ 
Also J~~-Tu,-Tb,~~,,,~~~~(l)-u,-b,~~~~= 1. Letting n-+co and 
m + --co, we conclude that I(xI/~,(~ < 3. 
Actually, we have represented x in the manner required by Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLES. (1) For any W, G3(Zoo(w)) II G,(Zm(W)) 3 I’=‘@(@)) by 
Lemma 3 (with S and r?). Fix k; T(xj} = xk maps I”(@) to the one- 
dimensional couple (w:R, w#), and thus it maps G,(Z”(w)) to 
G,(wzR, w:R) =p(wk) R. Thus (xk} E G,(l”(w)) =S IP(w~) xkl < C, whence 
G,(Z”(G)) = G,(Z”(E)) = Z”@(C)). 
(2) If B is sparse, G,(P($)) = c&(@)). Hence G, # G,. This follows 
from Theorem 8 and Example 1, since d(P(P)) c c&(6)). Similarly 
G,(c,(Z)) = co(p(W)) for any +. 
(3) If ti is sparse, G,(c,(#)) = Z”@(W)). One inclusion is by Lemma 3 
and the other by Example 1. 
(4) If p E P*, G,(c,(@)) = c&(W)) and hence G, # G,. 
We will only do the case P = 6. (The general case may be deduced from 
this.) 
G,(c,(ti)) 3 G,(c,(rZ)) = c0 by Theorem 3 and Example 2. To prove the 
converse, let x E G,(c,(cTj)). x = T( 1 }, for some T: Z”(G) + c,,(a). On 
c,(min(w’, LX’)) = .Z(C,(~)), T may be represented by a matrix (fjk}. The 
elementary estimate Itjkl < u~/cu~ . (I Tll, i = 0, 1, shows that ltjkl < Cq-lk-j’ 
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for some C < 00 and q > 1. Let E > 0. Then there exists m such that 
J~~z’!!~ ltikl < E and Cr!j+m ltjkl < E, -CO <j < CO. d(P’(ti)) = 
Ico(max(oo, 0’)) c c,(min(w’, 0’)) and d(c,(G)) = c,(max(o’, w’)), Hence 
{fjk}: 10°(max(oo, W’)) + co(max(wo, l)). We set ujk = (max(ojo, wj)/ 
max(wz, w:)) tjk. Thus {ujk}: I” -+ co, i.e., {ujkJk+ 0 asj+ foe weakly in 1’. 
However, in I’, weak and strong sequential convergence coincide. Hence 
C,Iuj,)-tOasj-,*co,andC:+j”_,Irj,l~2”C/uj,I<sforlargeenoughj. 
Thus T{ 1 } = {Ck fjk} E Co. 
5. A DUAL METHOD BY OVCHINNIKOV 
DEFINITION. H, is the maximal interpolation functor satisfying 
H,(l’(cq) c l’@(fi)). 
We note that Lemma 2(iii) and (iv) apply to H,. As in Section 4, we may 
define Hr and prove analogues of Lemmas 3 and 4, but “filling” has to be 
replaced by “*-tilling.” In particular, H,(I’(@)) c 1’@(G)) for any W. 
Ovchinnikov [ 181 defined the functor vU by using all couples of weights 
simultaneously; p,(X) = n H:(X). Hence 
THEOREM 9. H, = rp,. 
The following lemma enables us to compute the interpolation spaces in 
several examples. 
DEFINITION. If X and Y are sequence spaces, M(X, Y) = { {tk}: (t,a,} E Y 
for {ak} E X). 
We regard M(X, Y) as a subspace of the operators X+ Y. 
LEMMA 6. Let X, Y and Z be sequence spaces lp, co, FLp or FM such 
that the set of jinite sequences is dense in X. Let fl be a uniformly sparse 
couple of weights such that p(a) = { 1). If both X and Y are FLp or FM we 
assume that tij = 0 and p(t) = te. 
(i) If G is the minimal interpolation functor satisfying G(X(@)) 3 Z, 
then WY(g)) = {C TiZi: C II TiIl,+t~x,~~ IIZiIIz <03 1. 
(ii) If H is the maximal interpolation functor satisfving H(Y(iC)) c Z, 
then H(X(Q)) = {x E C(X(W)): TX E Z for T E M(X, Y)} = M(M(X, Y), Z) n 
WY@>>. 
ProoJ (i) We have to show that every element Tz with II Tllxcw,,uci;, < 1 
may be represented as above. T is given by a matrix (tjk}. For any 
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s E (0, 2n), the matrix em ins( eiisljk em- “’ ) has the same operator norm as T. 
Averaging over s we find that 
' > Il{fjk~j,k+n~//X(N;),Y(~) 2 
ill X.k 
> 4” /I{rjkdj,k+n\//X,Y~ n > 0, 
where q > 1, and similarly, using wi, 
’ 2 4-” II~fjk~j,k+nIllx,Y~ n < 0. 
Let T, be the multiplier operator given by (fj,jPn} and let S, be the shift 
operator {xj} + (xj-,}. Then T= C T,,S,,z, ]]S,z]] = ]]z]] and ]] T,,l[ <q-l”‘. 
(ii) Similar, using T = C S, r,, where r, is multiplication by {fj+n,j}. 
THEOREM 10. G, < H, [ 121. 
Proof: Let W be as in Example 0. Since M(c,, 1’) = Z’, Lemma 6(ii) 
shows that H,(c,(#)) = M(Z’, I’) = I”. By the minimality of G,, G, = 
G;‘,<H,. 
EXAMPLE 5. For any W, H,(Z’(W)) c Z’@(W)) was claimed above. It is 
easy to show that Z’@(W)) c G,(Z’(@)) by representing the basis elements. 
Hence G,(Z’(@)) = H,(Z’(fl)) = Z’@(W)). 
Examples 3 and 5 yield the following interpolation theorem. 
THEOREM 11. If T: co(W) + Z’(V), where W is sparse and V is any couple 
of weights, then T: Z”@(W)) -+ Z’@(U)). 
This is slightly stronger than Ovchinnikov’s theorem [18], where I” 
replaces cO. 
In the following examples W is as in Example 0. 
EXAMPLE 6. If TEM(c,,FL’) and z E I” = M(q), co), then 
Tz E M(c,, IX’). Hence G,(ZX’(8)) =M(c,,FL’). Thus, if {tk} E 
G,(FL’(W)), ]]C”, f tkeikx]lL, < C, where C is independent of n and the 
choice of signs. Letting E denote the average over all possible signs, 
Khinchine’s inequality shows that C > E si” I C”, k lkeikX I ak = j E 1 CF,, f 
tkeikxI>cf (JJtkeikx~2)“2dx=c(~1,/tk~2)1’2. Hence G,(FL’(W))=Z*. 
EXAMPLE 7. If {tk} E M(FL’, Z’), 2 1 t&k)] < C ]]f]lL,. Taking f t0 be 
Fejer kern&, we see that {tk} E I’. Hence H,(FL’(B)) = M(l’, I’) = 1”. 
Ovchinnikov [ 181 defined a couple x to be tame if (in our notation) 
G*(y) = H,(y) for any p. He gave examples of tame couples, but not of wild 
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ones. c,,(W) is such a couple by Example 4, and FL’(W) is another, by 
Examples 6 and 7. The latter couple also shows that H, # G,. 
EXAMPLE 8. Let p and q be given and let G be the minimal interpolation 
functor satisfying G(Zp(#)) 3 14. If r >p, {tk}: I” + I’ if and only if {tk} E I”. 
Hence G(l’(w)) = P, r >p, Similarly G(lr(W)) = l”, l/s = min(l/r + l/q - 
l/p, 1), r <p. Thus different choices of p and q give different functors. 
Section 4 treated the case p = q = co. Section 6 treats p = 1. The case 
p < co, q= co is the same as Peetre’s ( )O,p,,p, [20]. 
EXAMPLE 9. Peetre [20] also gave another variant of G, , replacing in 
his definition (see the text preceding Theorem 5) unconditional convergence 
by the weaker E ]] C *x,]]~ < co for some p. To show that this functor really 
is different from G, , we choose p > 2 (since this functor is independent of p) 
and take x=FLp(W). E ~l{~~}l~&~= IE Ix f akeikxl& < C(c [u~I~)~” by 
Khinchine’s inequality. Hence 1’ is included in the interpolation space by this 
method. On the other hand, G,(x) c G,(X) = {(tk}; { ft,} E FLp} c FLp $ 1’. 
Finally, we turn to duality and to a partial reiteration result. We use the 
notation G, i , etc. in order to be able to vary p. 
THEOREM 12. For any Banach couple x such that A(x) is dense in f, 
G,,(X)* = H,,,@*) and H;,(z)* = G,,,(.ff*) = G,,,(X*). 
Proof: Since c,,(W)* = Z’(l/W), and p*(l/W) = l/p(W), the first equality 
holds by Theorem 1. (P, may be chosen as the projection on the set of 
sequences supported in (-n, n), and the proof of Theorem 8 implies the other 
condition.) Similarly, the second part holds, with G,, by Theorem 2. Finally 
G,(p) = G3(p) by Theorem 6. 
Remark. Since G, = G; = Gi (Theorem B), there is a perfect symmetry 
between G, (or G3) and H,. Informally, Gi* = H, and Hy* = G,. 
THEOREM 13. Let m = POW P@lw/Pow)~ Then 
4,m) = %GQ* 
ff,,w,o,m’), 
Proof: Denote the left hand side by F(X). F is an interpolation functor 
and W’(W)) = %(%s@,))~ I’@,) = ~‘@O(~)/P(PO(~>/Pl(~))) =
l’(q(a)). Taking @ = CZ (with respect to II), we obtain the conclusion by the 
definition of H,i . 
Similarly, we find Gpj(Gpgj(X), God(x)) 3 GVj@), j = 1, 2, 3 [2, 12). We 
may also take some combinations of different methods. It is an open problem 
whether equality holds in these results. We may note that if x is a tame 
couple, H,,(x) = Gp3(x) for every p. Since H, and G, give opposite 
inclusions and H, > G,, equalities actually hold for such couples. 
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6. THE REAL METHOD 
The real method was introduced by Lions and Peetre. The most general 
version uses an arbitrary function norm, cf. 14, 5, 91, but we will here study 
only functors defined by the function p and a real number p (p >, 1, since we 
only consider Banach spaces). For p E P+ -, these functors have been studied 
by Kalugina [ 161 and Gustavsson [ 1 I]. 
DEFINITION. J, is the minimal interpolation functor satisfying 
5,(1’(g)) I> lp@(W)). K, is the maximal interpolation functor satisfying 
K,(Y’(W)) c Ip@(W)). Here 1 <p < co and W is a uniformly sparse couple of 
weights. 
(The more general versions mentioned above may be obtained by 
replacing la@(E)) with other spaces [5].) The parameter p is important, but 
we will see, just as in Sections 4 and 5, that the functors do not depend on W 
(up to equivalent norms). This is a consequence of the following lemma (cf. 
Lemma 4 and its proof). 
LEMMA 7. Let V be any uniformly sparse couple of weights. Then 
J,(l’(V)) I> lp@(V)) and K,(Z”O(F)) c Ip@(fi)). 
Proof Again we for convenience assume that p(W) =p(5) = (l}. Since W 
is filling, for every k there existsj, such that ui < Cw? and u: < CW,!~. Since 
j, =j implies either wj” < U: < Cwy or wj < 0: < CM?, and V is uniformly 
sparse, there is a finite number N such that at most N values of k give the 
same j,. Let (xk} E 1’. Define yj = (s =j 1~~1~)“~ and T{Zj} = (XkZjJyjk}* 
Then (Yj} E lp, I/ Tllrlca,,llcg < CNlmtP and T( yj} = {x~}. Hence 
J,(l’(V)) 3 Zp. Similarly, if (xk} E K,(f”(6)), we may construct T such that 
II %mr~cia 1 < a~“~ and lllxkIlllp <II Tlx,h. Thus &I E 1’. 
In order to show the equivalence with other definitions, we introduce 
Peetre’s J- and K-functionals. 
DEFINITION. Let 2 be a Banach couple. For t > 0, J(t,x) = 
max(llx-xo~ t I/x/Ix,)~ x E 4fh and WY x) = i~fx=x,,+x,(ll~ollX, + t l xl Ilx,>y 
x E qx). 
THEOREM 14. Let {tk} be a uniformly sparse sequence. Then, for any 
Banach couple x, J,(z) = {Xx,; {J(tk, xk)/p(tk)} E I”} and K,(f) = 
{x E Wh vwk, x>/dt,) I E IP I. 
ProoJ Let WI: =p(t,J and wi =p(tk)/tk. Any T: Z’(W) +f is given by a 
sequence { yk} in d(2) such that T{A,} = C Ak y,. Then I( ykllX, < II TI( w: and 
thus J&o y,c) G II TII &J Thus II {J&v 4 yJ/~Wll~, G II T/I lIbLIllw If 
x E J,(F), x = C,, T”(Ai} by definition and we may take xk = C, Ai yt. 
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Conversely, if {J(tk, x,)/p(t,)} E lp, let I, = J(fk, x,J/p(f_k) and yk = xJI,. 
Then 2 xk = r(A,}, with T as above. Similarly, any T: X-t Zm(ti) of norm 
one is given by a sequence {zk} in z(z)*, such that w: l]zkllxf < 1. This is 
equivalent to \(zk, x)] < K(x, tkj/p(tk). Given x, we may choose {zk} such 
that equalities hold, which completes the proof. 
Note that the choice of the weights is much more restricted in this 
definition than in Sections 4 and 5. In general, too many values of w”/w’ 
would give a larger functor J, and a smaller K,. However, as follows from 
the proof of Lemma 7, J, and K, are exceptions; they may be defined using 
any tilling or *-filling resp. couple @. It is also easily seen that they are the 
minimal and maximal extensions from the class of all one-dimensional 
couples (cf. [ 191). 
DEFINITIONS. For t > 0 tR is R with the norm lla]ltR = t lal. If P is an 
interpolation functor, its characteristic function v, is defined by 
P(R, (l/t) R) = (l/o(t)) R. (Replace R by C if we use complex scalars.) 
THEOREM 15. If F is an interpolation functor and p its characteristic 
function, JpI < F < K,, . 
Proof: It is easily seen that F(l’(fi)) 1 Z’@(W)) and F(Zm(G)) c Z”O@(W)) 
(for any *j. 
This applies to all functors indexed by p in this paper, since their charac- 
teristic functions are equivalent o p. 
If p E P+-, {2k}“‘, is uniformly sparse. Using this in Theorem 14, we 
obtain the discrete version of the definition by Kalugina [ 11, 161. p(t) = te 
thus gives @jep [4]. 
Ifp&P+- we have to use a thinner sequence. There is no a priori reason 
for doing this, but the condition of uniform sparsity seems to be “correct” in 
view of the following equivalence theorem. 
THEOREM 16. Jp= K,. 
Proof: Let W be as in Example 0. By Lemma 6, K,(l’(W)) = 
M(M(Z’, I”), 1”) = M(Z”O, Zp) = I”, and thus K, > Jp, since J, is minimal. 
IfpEP+-, the converse follows by the same proof as in [4]; viz. let (fk} 
be uniformly sparse. Let x E Kp(f). By Theorem 14, {K(tk, x)/p(fk)} E I”. 
Hence X=yk+zkY with (11 ykIIx&@k)} E Ip and {tk II.zkll/p(tk)} E lp. Define 
Uk=~ktl-~k=Zk-ZktI~ Then x = ,JJ uk and {J(tk, uk)/p(tk)} E Zp. Thus 
x E J,(x) by Theorem 14 again. 
If p 6? P+ -, we have to be more careful. y,, 1 -y, should, depending on 
the behaviour of p, be adjoined to the index k (as above) or to k + 1. We 
omit the details. 
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COROLLARY 2. J,(K,) is the only interpolation jiinctor satisfying 
J,(Z’(W)) 3 Ip@(ti)) and J,(l”;(@)) c /“@(a)), where W is a uniformly sparse 
couple of weights. 
COROLLARY 3. Jp(ly(W)) = t?@(W)), 1 < q < co and W a uniformly 
sparse couple of weights. 
The real method is thus uniquely determined by its action on the couples 
I’(W) and P(E). Hence, which is perhaps even more striking, it is completely 
determined by the action on one couple, viz. (f’(w,)@ P(w,), Ii( 
?M’,)). 
Using Theorem 16, we see that all parts of Lemma 2 apply to the real 
method, except part (ii) for p = co. In that case the following holds. 
THEOREM 11. J”, = KL is the minimal interpolation functor satisfying 
s),(l’(W)) I c,@(W)) and the maximal interpolation functor satisfying 
KL(f”O(G)) c c&(W)), where W is uniformly sparse. 
Proof Denote these minimal and maximal functors by G and H. Then 
G <J”, = KL < H. Moreover, the proofs of Theorem 14 and 16 hold with c, 
replacing I”. Thus G = H. 
The duality theorem now follows from Theorem 1. (The last condition of 
the theorem follows from the same argument as Theorem 8.) 
THEOREM 18. J,,(X)* = K,,,,(X*), 1 <p < 00, and e=(X)* = K,,,(X*), 
for any couple X such that A(X) is dense in X. 
In Section 5, we found partial reiteration results. We could prove one 
inclusion for the minimal methods and the other for the maximal. Since the 
real method is both maximal and minimal, we easily obtain complete results. 
A complication is that the condition “filling” and “uniformly sparse” depend 
on the function p. We will not go into details and thus restrict ourselves to 
fairly simple cases. See [S, 91 for similar results. 
THEOREM 19. Assume that F, and F, are two interpolation functors 
having characteristic functions p,, and p, and that p,/pO and n = p0 - p@,/po) 
belong to P+ -. Then K,,(F,(z), F,(x)) = K,,P(f) for any Banach couple X. 
Proof: Denote the left hand side by F(X). Taking w” = { 1) and 
WI = (2-7, we find by Theorem 15, F(Z”(W)) c K,(K,O,(Zm(G)), 
Kpl,(Zm(G))) = K,,,(Z”@,(@)), Z”@i(#))) = lp(q(~)). Similarly F(l’(E)) I 
Zp(r(W)). By Corollary 2, F = K,,. 
THEOREM 20. Assume that p,,, p,, n E Pi ~ and that F is an inter- 
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polution jiinctor such that F(lPo{ l/p,(2k)}, lp’{ 1/~,(2~)}) = lp( l/q(2k)}. Then 
F(KPoPo(X), Kp,p,(X)) = K,p(X)fir any Banach couple 2. 
We omit the proof, not only because it is similar to the last proof, but also 
because a more general theorem is given by Dmitriev and Ovchinnikov [9]. 
The functor F may be, e.g. any of the functors defined in Sections 4, 5, 7 
(with some exceptions if p = co) using the function p, given that q = 
p. . P@,/P~) and p. =pl =P or P = te and UP = (1 - WP, + VP, (cf. 
[4, 121). 
7. THE COMPLEX METHOD 
In this section we restrict ourselves to the case p(t) = te, 0 < 0 < 1. We 
will only use the weights 0, i.e. ({2ek}, (2-c1-e)k}). 
DEFINITION. C, and C, are the minimal interpolation functors satisfying 
C,(FL’(O)) 1 FL’ and C,(FL’(W)) ZJ FM. 
We will soon see that this definition, suggested by Jaak Peetre (personal 
communication), is equivalent to Calderon’s definition [6]. It is closely 
related to the discrete definition by Peetre [20] and Cwikel [7]. 
Remark. The above definition works for real scalars as well as for 
complex ones. (FL’ then consists of real sequences, not Fourier transforms 
of real functions.) We will not mention the slight changes in the sequel for 
this case. 
We begin with some simple consequences of the definition. 
Lemma 2(i) and (ii) applies to C,, and (i) to C,. Similarly to the case of 
G,, C, equals the orbit of { I}. 
By the definition, C, < C,. Lemma 6 shows that we in fact have equalities 
in the defining relations; C,(FL ‘(a)) = FL’ and C,(FL ‘(6)) = FM. (Note 
that the particular form of the weights is used here.) Similarly we find 
C,(c,(U)) = co, C,(c,(U)) = I” and C,(Z’(O)) = C,(I’(G)) = I’. Hence 
G, < Cl and G, < C, < H,, by the minimality and maximality properties. 
The couple FL’(G) shows that these five interpolation functors are different 
(cf. Examples 6 and 7 in Section 5). 
The definition above parallels the definition of G, and G,. However, there 
is no third functor corresponding to G,. 
THEOREM 2 1. Cl and C, coincide with the minimal finctors satisfying 
C,(FM(G)) I> FL1 and C,(FM(cZ)) 2 FM. 
ProoJ Let {ak} Ed(FM(G)), i.e., {2ekak} E FM and {2’e-“kak} E FM. 
In particular, ]2ekuk] < C2k, and thus {2ekak}Zf, E I’ c FL’. Hence 
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{2”ka,}F E FM, but then it must belong to FL’ by the F. and M. Riesz 
theorem. Consequently ( 2ekuk} E FL’ and we obtain A(FM(W)) = A(FL’(cij)). 
This implies that the projections FM(o,)+ FL’(w,) (defined as taking the 
absolute continuous part) coincide on A(FM(U)). Thus they constitute a 
projection FM(O) + FL ‘(a). This shows that any mapping FL’(O) + x may 
be extended to FM(U), which proves the theorem. 
We will now show that these interpolation functors are equivalent to the 
complex methods, introduced by Calderon [6] and Lions. We define .F(x) 
and 3 (x) to be the spaces of all continuous functions on the closed strip 
{z; 0 < Re z < 1) with values in Z(f) that are analytic on the interior, 
bounded by C( 1 + 1 z I), continuous into Xj on the lines {j + it), j = 0, 1, and 
such that the norm lifll,_r= maxjZo,i supl ]lf(j + it)(l,j or Ilfilu= maxjZo,, 
sups,, Ilf(j + is) -f(j + it)lJ,//s - tl is finite. (This definition is slightly 
different from those in [6,4], but it gives the same interpolation spaces.) The 
interpolation spaces are then defined by [Xl, = {f(tY),fE.FT) and [x]” = 
{ g’(0), g E 3’}, both equipped with the quotient norm. 
THEOREM 22. c, = [ le and c,= [ I”. 
N&e. We could have used the weights w,, = (Ike} and w1 = (Ak(‘-‘)) for 
any A > 1. 
The proof holds for any such A, and thus different A give equivalent 
functors. For notational convenience, we take A = e in the proof. 
ProoJ: Let {ak} E FL’. Then (akek(‘-‘)} EX(FL’(6)) with the same 
norm. (This is obvious if {ak} is a finite sequence, and the set of such 
sequences is dense in FL’.) Hence [FL’(G)], 3 FL’, i.e., C, < [ 1s by the 
minimality of C, . 
Similarly, { gk(z)} E .Y(FL’(W)), where go(z) = z and gk(z) = ektrpe)/k, 
k # 0. Hence { 1 } = { g;(0)} E [FL’(W)]“, whence C, < [ I”. 
Conversely, let 2 be an arbitrary Banach couple, and let x E [xl,. Thus 
x =f(@ for some fE .P(f). Following the idea of Cwikel [7], we define 
f,(z) =f(z) e”-e)2((eZ-e - ee-‘)/2(z - 8))2 and f*(z) = ,JJY,f,(z + 2nni). 
Thenf,(B) =f,(t9) = x, and fi is a periodic function in fl. 
If {ak) has finite support, we define T(a,} = (1/27ri) Ji+2ni 
2 akek(e-zlf2(z) dz, 0 < s < 1. Th e value of the integral is independent 
of S. 11 r~ak~lix, < (1/27c)11 j-i” c akek’e-i”f,(it)dtll < ~~~“kh(,,, refills and 
similarly for X,. Hence T: FL’(d) +x Let K., be the Fejer kernel and 
define x, = T(&,) = j-i” K,(t)f,(B + it) dt/2n. 
C Ml,< C IIxllr~, and x,--)x in [Xle. 
II% Ilc,cn G II TII = Ilf, II.& 
Choose n sufftciently large, repeat 
the above argument for x - x, and iterate. This shows that x is the sum of an 
infinite series that is absolutely convergent in C,(m. Thus [Xl, c C,(f). 
If instead x E [Xl”, x =f’(@ for some fE 3’. Defining f2 as above, 
x =f;(e) and f2 is a periodic function in .B (although we lack an estimate of 
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the norm). We now define U{ak} = (1/2ni) ~~+2zi Z ukek(‘-‘) dfi(z), 
O<s< 1. Then U:FL’(G)+xand U{l}=x. Thus [Z]“cC2(X). 
We will now turn to duality, and therefore we introduce a third functor. 
DEFINITION. C, is the maximal interpolation functor satisfying 
C,(FL=‘(G)) c FLm. 
THEOREM 23. C,(X)* = C,(P) = C,(P), fX* exists. Consequently C, 
equals C, on conjugate pairs. 
Proof. C,(x)* = C,(x*) by Calderon [6], and C,(x)* = C,(f*) by 
Theorem 1. (We use the Fejer kernels as P,. If x Ed(x) and ]]x(l,-,,rj < 1 
then lb Ilc,c~ < 1 and x = T{ 1} for some T: FL’(W) -+ x with ]( T]I < 1. The 
approximation property is proved as in the proof of Theorem 8, but we use 
the representation x = TV,-, + (l/n) ,JJf:, (ru, + Z%_,) for some large n. 
(I’,-, is the de la Vallee Poussin kernel.)) 
Problem. Is C, = C,? 
The following theorem gives partial results. 
THEOREM 24. C, Q C, and C, = Ci = Ci. 
Proof: (i) FLa‘(8) = FL’(W)*. Hence C,(FL co (0)) = C,(FL “(6)) by 
Theorem 23, and C, < C, by the definition of the latter. 
(ii) C, < C, < C, and d is dense in C,. Hence C, < Ci . 
Assume now that d(f) is dense in x. Then, by Theorems 2 and 23, 
C@?)* = C,(p) = C,(x)*. Thus C,(X) = C:(x). The general case follows 
from this, since for any couple f, C,(Z) = C,(~) by Lemma 2 and C,(z) = 
C,(p). The latter equality holds since any mapping p + FL”O(W) may be 
extended to f, which follows from the fact that FL”, being isomorphic to 
L”O, is an injective Banach space [ 171. 
(With the standard norms, C, = Ct holds isometrically, cf. Bergh [3].) 
COROLLARY 4. If F is an interpolation functor satisfying 
F(FL’(6)) 2 FL’, F(FL”O(6)) c FL* such that A is dense in F, then 
F=C,. 
The proof of the reiteration theorem [6,7] may now be simplified. 
THEOREM 25. G,(ceo,<n cellm) = c11@3~ where q=(l--8) 
eo + 88,. 
Proof: Denote the left hand side by F(a. If w,, = {2k”} and 
WI = pk’*-I)}, F(FL’(3)) = FL’ and F(FL”O(6)) c FL*. Hence 
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C,, <F< C,,,. CBol(X)n C,I,(X) is dense in F(x), but as is shown in 
Cwikel’s proof [7], this is a subspace of C,,(X). Since C,,(x) is closed in 
Cq3(@, it is closed in F(x), whence F = C,, . 
The two innermost C, may be replaced by C, or C, (if 0, #I!?,), but it is 
an open problem whether the result is true, e.g., if all four C, are replaced by 
We may now prove a result on the Gagliardo completion. 
THEOREM 26. C,(F) = C,(X). 
ProoJ: C,(r) = C, = C,(X) by Lemma 2(iv). By Theorem 24, C,@-) 
and C,(z) are the closures in C,@) of d(X-) and d(f), respectively. 
Aronszajn and Gagliardo [ 1, lO.VIII] showed that d(z*) =d(x)*z(x7 = 
A(f)“xo + A(f)“xl. Let x E A(x)-xo, then there exist x, E A(x) such that 
IIX--x,llx +o and IMIx, G c. Since 
I/x, -4P Ilxn - xmllf: 5 hll 
II-% - %nllc,m G
is a Cauchy sequence in C,(r), whence 
x E C,(z). ‘The same is irue for x E A(x)“x~. Consequently, A@?) c C,(z), 
which completes the proof. 
As an application of the last theorem we will study a weak definition of 
complex interpolation spaces which arises in connection with abstract 
versions of the Stein interpolation theorem for analytic families of operators, 
see [ 141. 
DEFINITIONS. .ir,@) is the space of all bounded functions f from the 
strip (z: 0 < Re z < 1) to X, + X, such that ]]f/] = max(sup, ]lf(it)]lx,, 
sup Ilf(1 + it)]],,) < co and z + (x*,f(z)) is continuous on the strip and 
analytic in its interior for every x* E (X0 +X,)*. [ZJa = {f(f?):fE cF&Q}. 
It is not known whether [.F]I always equals [Xl,. We will prove the 
equality in two cases (stated without proof in [14]). 
We recall that a Banach space valued function is measurable if and only if 
the inverse image of every open set is measurable, and the values of the 
function (a.e.) belong to a separable subspace (cf. [IO]). 
LEMMA 8. If f is a weakly continuous function from R to a Banach 
space X, then f is measurable. 
Proof Let Y be the closed linear span of {f(r): r rational}. Y is 
separable and if x* E x* annihilates Y, (x*,f(t)) = 0 for all rational t and 
thus for all t. Thus f(t) E Y for every t. If B is a closed ball, B is weakly 
closed and f - ‘(B) is closed. Let V be an open subset of X. Since F’n Y is a 
countable union of closed balls, f -l(V) =f - ‘( Vn Y) is measurable. 
THEOREM 27. Assume that f E 3Jr) and that {f (it): --a~ < t < co } is 
included in a separable subspace of X,. Then f (0) E [Xl, (0 < 6 < 1). 
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Proof By Theorem 26, we may replace X by 2. Hence we will without 
loss of generality assume that d, = X0 and zi =X, . Thus closed balls in X, 
and X, are closed subsets of X0 + Xi. Assume that ]]f]],,< 1. For E > 0, 
define f,(s + it) = (l/s) l’,f(s + it + ih) d/z. The integral exists in X,, + X, 
because of Lemma 8. Clearly, f, is X0 +X,-bounded, and analytic in the 
interior of the strip. Since the unit balls of X0 and X, are closed, convex 
subsets of X, +X,, Ilf,(it)llx, < 1 and ]]f,( 1 + it)ll,, < 1 for all t. Also 
thus f,(it) is X,-continuous. Similarly, f,(l + it) is X,-continuous. In 
particular, f, is X,, +X,-continuous on the boundary, and since f’ is the 
Poisson integral of its boundary values (as is seen by applying linear 
functionals), f, E .V(f) and f,(S) E [Xl,. Let Y be a separable subspace of 
X, that contains {f (it)}. If B is a closed ball in Y, B = B, f3 Y for some 
closed ball B, in X,,. Since B, is a closed, convex subset of X, + X,, B, = 
{x E X, + Xl: (xz, x) < l} for some set (x,*} c (X,, + X1)*. Hence 
(t:f(it)EB}=(t:f(it)EB,}=n{t:(x,*,f(it))<l} is closed. Since every 
open set in Y is a countable union of closed balls, t + f (it) is a measurable 
function R + Y, and thus R --+ X,. 
Let ,u,,(it) and ,~i( 1 + it) be the Poisson kernel for 0 in the strip. f,(it) + 
f (it) in L’(X,, &,) as E + 0. Thus 
Il”c(@ -f,(@>ll,a, 
< (1 Ilf,W -fs(it)llxo &,) ‘-’ (1 Ilf,(l + it) -fs(l + it)ll,, 6,) ’ 
G P Ilf, -fs II&~&,~ + 0 as s,&O. 
Consequently, {f,(O)} is a Cauchy sequence in [Xl,. Its limit equals its limit 
in X0 + X,, which is f (0). Thus, f (0) E [iFlo. 
COROLLARY 5. If X0 is separable, [x] z = [X] @. 
COROLLARY 6. IfX,,xX,, [xl;= [Xl,. 
Prooj Follows from Lemma 8, since f (it) is weakly continuous in X0. 
We summarize the relations between the functors in the following 
diagram, where the arrows denote continuous inclusions. There are no other 
inclusions than those implied in the figure, except that possibly C, = C,. 
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KL + 
T ;- 1F ) Hi 
K p (P<=J) f' T 
Excluding the real methods, which are very different, we are left with eight 
similar methods. They, e.g., give the same result on weighted LP-spaces 
(p < 00). The left-most methods G,, C,, fl are the closures of A in the 
methods to the right, and the methods to the right are dual to them in 
inverted order. 
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